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Abstract

We develop an empirical approach for identifying comparative advantages in bank
lending. Using matched credit-export data from Peru, we first uncover patterns of
bank specialization by export market: every country has a subset of banks with an ab-
normally large loan portfolio exposure to its exports. Using outliers to measure spe-
cialization, we use a revealed preference approach to show that bank specialization
reflects a comparative advantage in lending. We show, in specifications that saturate
all firm-time and bank-time variation, that firms that expand exports to a destination
market tend to expand borrowing disproportionately more from banks specialized in
that destination market. Bank comparative advantages increase with bank size in the
cross section, and in the time series after mergers. Our results challenge the perceived
view that, outside relationship lending, banks are perfectly substitutable sources of
funding.
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1 Introduction

Are banks differentially equipped to evaluate projects in different markets or sectors of

economic activity? Or is debt from one bank as good as debt from any other? The answer

to this question is fundamental for evaluating the economic consequences of bank fail-

ures. If banks have quantitatively important comparative advantages in funding specific

markets or economic activities, then a bank failure will have first order effects on the real

output of the market or activity in which the bank is specialized. Answering this question

is also essential for the appropriate assessment and regulation of bank competition. Tra-

ditional measures of bank competition based on the geographical density of banks will

be misleading if comparative advantages allow neighboring banks to act as monopolists

in their respective activities of expertise.

In this paper we construct a measure of bank specialization and develop an empirical

method to relate the specialization measure to banks’ comparative advantages in lend-

ing. We apply the methodology in the context of the funding of export activities in Peru,

where banks may specialize and have comparative advantages in funding the exports to

different destination markets (countries). We use a non-parametric, data-driven approach

to define bank specialization in any given country. We first characterize the distribution

of the share of funding each bank allocates to exporters to a destination country. We doc-

ument that this distribution is heavily right-skewed: each country has a subset of banks

with an abnormally large loan portfolio exposure to its exports. We use this fact to define

a bank to be specialized in a country if it is an outlier in the right tail of the exposure

distribution of that country.

To illustrate the specialization definition consider the bank export exposures to two

countries, presented in the table below. Exports to China account for 18.2% of the to-

tal Peruvian exports in 2010, but represent a much larger fraction (30.1%) of the Spanish

bank Santander’s associated exports. Exports to Switzerland account for 9.3% of total

exports, but account for 34.3% CitiBank’s associated exports. In this example Santander

and Citibank are defined to be specialized in China and Switzerland, respectively. Our
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measure also implies that each bank has a relatively low exposure on the country of spe-

cialization of the others: Santander has a below average exposure to Switzerland exports

(0%) and Citibank has a below average exposure to China (11.7%).

Bank Exposure to Country of Export Destination. An Example

Country of Export Destination

China Switzerland

Weight in Total Exports 0.182 0.093

Weight in bank’s exporter portfolio
Santander (Spain) 0.301 0.000
CitiBank (U.S.) 0.117 0.343

Using this measure we uncover the patterns of bank specialization by export market.1

Every bank in the sample is specialized in an least one country during the sample period

between 1994 and 2010, and 94% of the banks remain specialized in the same country for

over half of the observed sample period. In the cross section of banks, specialization does

not systematically vary across banks of different size. Yet, bank size is still an important

factor behind the pattern of specialization. Larger banks are relatively more specialized

in larger export markets. Across countries, specialization is positively correlated with the

size of the destination market. Finally, in panel regressions with bank and country fixed-

effects, we find that foreign banks tend to specialize in the country where its headquarters

are located.

We then turn to the question of whether banks have a comparative advantage in fund-

ing exports to the country they specialize in. In the context of the financing of exporters, a

bank has a comparative advantage if it can provide credit at a lower cost, more credit for

the same borrower characteristics, or more value added services attached to the issuance

of credit (letter of credit, presence in the destination country, etc.) than other lenders.

1See also Niepmann and Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2014) for further characterization of U.S. banks participat-
ing in trade-finance (i.e. letters of credit).
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Since we do not observe firm demand for credit nor the value added services provided

by banks, we adopt a revealed preference approach to identify comparative advantages.

If banks are substitutable sources of funding, the variation in a firm export activity with

one country should be uncorrelated with the identity of the bank providing the fund-

ing. Continuing with the above example, a firm that expands exports to China is equally

likely in expectation to increase its borrowing from the bank that is specialized in ex-

porters to China (Santander) as from the bank that is specialized in exporters to Switzer-

land (CitiBank). Our empirical approach is based on testing the alternative hypothesis:

whether export variation to a destination market is correlated with credit variation from

banks specialized in that country.

The empirical strategy takes advantage of the highly disaggregated nature of the credit

and export data. Our empirical model represents exporting firms as a collection of projects

(countries) in which banks may specialize in. We observe, for each firm a measure of the

output of each project (exports to a country), for each bank a measure of specialization in

that project (defined above), and for each bank-firm pair a measure of credit. The first step

of our estimation strategy is to isolate the variation in credit that is specific to the firm-

bank relationship. Since firms borrow from multiple banks, we use firm-time dummies

to account for firm credit demand shocks that are common across all banks. We account

for bank credit supply shocks that are common across all firms with bank-time dummies.

These common shocks account for less that one third of the time series variation of credit

in the data. The residual in this saturated model is the firm-bank variation in credit that is

our object of interest: it captures the equilibrium lending that results from the firm’s credit

demand that is bank-specific, and the bank’s credit supply that is firm-specific. The sec-

ond step in our estimation strategy is to compare the correlation between the firm-bank

credit component and exports to a country for banks that are specialized in that country

relative to those that are not.

Our baseline results show that, once all firm-specific and bank-specific shocks are ac-

counted for, when firms expand exports to a country they increase their borrowing by
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63% more from banks that are specialized in the country of destination than from non-

specialized banks. The result is robust to alternate definitions of specialization and to

instrumenting changes in exports with macroeconomic innovations in the country of des-

tination, i.e. GDP growth and real exchange rate movements. This instrumental variable

approach allows us to rule out that our results are driven by spurious variation in the

bank-firm component of lending caused by aggregate shocks unrelated to export markets

(monetary policy, external capital flows, etc.).

We attempt to evaluate the nature and potential sources of banks’ comparative advan-

tage in lending. The literature in relationship lending has long recognized that possessing

private, soft information about the borrower may confer banks a comparative advantage.

The theoretical framework in Stein (2002) suggests that there is a trade-off between bank

size and the comparative advantage generated through soft information. We do not find

evidence that banks’ comparative advantage diminishes with bank size. On the contrary,

the measured comparative advantage is larger for larger banks in the cross section and

in the time series after mergers. The source of comparative advantage we document in

this paper is thus unlikely related to soft information, since it is not hindered by organi-

zational constraints. In addition, we do not find that country of ownership or distance

to it (geographical and cultural) captures the source of comparative advantage for inter-

national banks. Thus, even though our specialization measure is correlated with country

of ownership, the results indicate that bank expertise extends beyond a home-country

advantage.

A corollary of our findings is that it is extremely difficult to identify empirically the

supply of bank credit in the presence of shocks that affect the sector of economic activity

in which banks are specialized. The now standard strategy for identifying the lending

supply channel, by absorbing demand for credit with firm-time fixed effects, relies on firm

credit demand to be, in expectation, equally spread across all banks lending to the firm

(see, for example, Khwaja and Mian, 2008; Jimenez et al., 2014; Chodorow-Reich, 2014).

In the presence of bank specialization, this assumption only holds for certain kinds of
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shocks that are either uncorrelated with sectorial demand, or that affect proportionally all

the potential sectors of economic activity in which banks may specialize in. Identification

is complicated even further by the fact that the balance sheet of specialized banks has, by

definition, a relatively large exposure to the market or sector that receives the shock. This

means that a pure demand shock to a sector may affect disproportionately the supply of

credit by banks specialized in that sector.

Our results provide a new potential rationale for why firms have multiple banking

relationships and why banks form syndicates. Leading theories for multi-bank relation-

ships are based on a commitment to liquidate (Bolton and Scharfstein, 1996), reduction of

information rents by relationship lenders (Rajan, 1992), diversifying the firms exposure

to bank failures (Detragiache et al., 2000), and explanations for loan syndicates include

risk diversification and regulatory arbitrage (Pennacchi, 1988). Multiple bank relation-

ships and syndicates arise naturally in a world where banks are differentially equipped to

evaluate different projects of the same firm: firms demand credit from specialized banks

because of their expertise, and banks’ combined expertise allows a better assessment of

the risk of complex, multi-project firms.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data. Section 3

characterizes bank lending composition according to the export activities of related firms.

Section 4 discusses the empirical strategy to identify banks’ comparative advantage and

presents the results. Finally, section 5 concludes.

2 Data

We use two data sets: monthly panel loan level data on credit in the domestic banking

sector and customs data for Peruvian exports over the period 1994-2010.

We collect the customs data from the website of the Peruvian tax agency (Superinten-

dence of Tax Administration, or SUNAT). Collecting the export data involves using a web

crawler to download each individual export document. To validate the consistency of the
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data collection process, we compare the sum of the monthly total exports from our data,

with the total monthly exports reported by the tax authority. On average, exports from

the collected data add up to 99.98% of the exports reported by SUNAT. Figure 1 shows

Peruvian exports during the period under analysis.

We match the loan data to export data using a unique firm identifier assigned by

SUNAT for tax collection purposes. The credit data are a monthly panel of the outstand-

ing debt of every firm with each bank operating in Peru.

Table 1 shows the statistics describing the data. The unit of observation in our em-

pirical analysis in Section 4 is at the bank-firm-country annual level. Each observation

combines the annual average bank-firm outstanding debt with the firm’s annual exports

to each country of destination, expressed in US dollars (FOB). The total number of obser-

vations in the full dataset, described in Panel 1, is 378,766. The average annual firm-bank

outstanding debt is US$ 2,044,488 and the average firm-destination annual export flow

is US$ 2,148,237. However, as it is usual for this type of data, exports and debt are right

skewed. The median debt and export flow are only US$ 259,764 and US$ 87,218, respec-

tively.

Panel 2 in Table 1 describes the 14,267 exporting firms in our data. On average, the

median firm borrows from 2 banks and exports to only 1 destination. In this dimension

also the data are right skewed, the average number of banking relationships per firm is

2.42 and the number export countries is 2.65.

The composition of Peruvian exports by destinations is shown in Figure 2. We restrict

the export destination to the main 22 markets, which represent 97% of Peruvian exports

across the entire period of analysis.2

In subsection 4.3 we also use supporting macroeconomic data for Peru’s main 22 ex-

port partners. The series of real GDP (series 99BVRZF), nominal exchange rate (series

AH.ZF), and consumer price index (series 64.ZF) are from IFS/IMF, with the exception

2The included countries are Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Den-
mark, Ecuador, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Korea, Netherlands, Panama, Spain, Switzerland, United
Kingdom, United States, and Venezuela.
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of CPI series from China and Chile, which are from the corresponding national statistics

bureau.

3 Bank Lending Specialization: Stylized Facts

In this section we characterize bank lending composition according to the export activities

of related firms. We show that the lending composition differs markedly across banks,

and that some banks heavily concentrate their lending portfolios in firms exporting to

specific destinations.

3.1 Methodology and Definitions

To measure lending concentration and specialization we begin by defining the share of

bank-b’s loans associated to a given export destination. Let c = 1, ..., C be the destination

country of exports by Peruvian firms. We define Sbct to be bank-b borrowers’ exports

(weighted by their debt in bank-b) to country c, as a share of bank-b borrowers’ total

exports. That is:

Sbct ≡
∑I

i=1 LbitXict∑C
c=1

∑I
i=1 LbitXict

(1)

where Xict are exports by firm i to destination country c in year t and Lbit is outstanding

debt of exporting firm i with bank b in year t.

The share of bank lending associated to exports to any given destination is heavily

influenced by the importance of that destination market in overall Peruvian exports. For

example, since a large fraction of total Peruvian exports are destined to U.S., most banks

will show a high share of exports by their borrowers to U.S. (see Figure 2 for the country

composition of Peruvian exports). We are interested in banks’ departures from the overall

specialization pattern of Peruvian exports. That is, the difference between the bank’s

share of lending associated to a given country and the average across banks, Sct. This

intuition is the base of the Relative Concentration Index developed by Krugman (Krugman
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(1991)):

Kbt ≡
C∑
c=1

∣∣Sbct − Sct∣∣ (2)

Intuitively, the Krugman index measures the overall reallocation of bank-b’s lending across

associated export markets that would be necessary to replicate the banking system’s aver-

age.3 The Krugman index takes a value of zero when the distribution of the bank’s loans

across destinations is equal to that of the entire banking system. On the other extreme, if

a bank’s loans are fully concentrated in a single destination market, the index attains its

maximum value 2(C − 1)/C, where C is the total number of countries.

While the Krugman index summarizes the distribution of loans across countries into

a single bank-time statistic, we are interested in characterizing specialization at the bank-

country level: a bank is specialized if its portfolio is skewed (relative to other banks)

towards loans associated to a given country. We adopt a non-parametric approach to

systematically identify the outlier banks in the distribution of {Sbct} for each country-

year.

To illustrate the approach, we depict with a box-and-whisker plot in Figure 3 the distri-

bution of {Sbct} across banks for each country in year 2010. To facilitate the interpretation,

we plot {Sbct − Sct} instead of {Sbct} so that all the country distributions are centered at

zero. The ends of each box denote the 25-th to 75-th percentiles of the distribution, and the

size of the box is the interquartile range (IQR). The “whiskers” delimit the range between

the upper and lower extreme values of the distribution, defined as the highest datum still

within 1.5 IQR of the 75-th percentile and the lowest datum still within 1.5 IQR of the 25-

th percentile, respectively. Then, for a given country and year, we consider a bank to be

an outlier of the distribution if its observation lays outside the ”whiskers.” 4 The outliers

are identified with dots in the plot for each country. We define a bank to specialized in a

3See Palan (2010) for a description of this index in connection with alternative definitions.
4This method for identifying outliers makes no assumption about the data distribution model. See

Hodge and Austin (2004) for a survey on outlier detection methods. In a normally distributed sample this
definition would correspond to observations above (below) the mean plus (minus) 2.7 times the standard
deviation of the distribution.
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country if it is an outlier on the right tail of the {Sbct} distribution. More formally:

Definition 1 (Specialization). We consider a bank-country-year observation, Sbct, to be an out-

lier, which we signal with the dummyO(Sbct) = 1, if Sbct is above the upper extreme value, defined

by the 75-th percentile plus 1.5 interquartile ranges of the distribution of {Sbct} across banks for

a given country-year. We refer to an outlier bank as specialized in the corresponding country,

during the corresponding year.

3.2 Initial Stylized Facts

We compute the shares of lending associated to each export market using outstanding

debt of Peruvian firms in the 33 commercial banks operating in Peru between 1994 and

2010, and firm-level export data to the 22 largest export destination markets.5

The values of Sbct defined in (1) provide information on the heterogeneity in lending

shares by country across banks. In Table 2 we present descriptive statistics of Sbct by

country, demeaned by the system’s average share in the corresponding country, Sct. The

mean for each country is zero by construction. The median of Sbct − Sct is negative for

every country, indicating that the within-country distribution of {Sbct} is right-skewed.

This is confirmed in column 5 where we report a large and positive skewness for every

country (the right skewness is also salient in Figure 3). This implies that for every desti-

nation country in the sample there are always some banks that are heavily specialized in

its related exports .

Table 3, column 1 reports the number of countries each bank specializes in at least

once in the sample period, according to definition 1 . Banks specialize in several countries

during the 17-year period, with one bank (code 73) reaching a maximum of 15 countries

out of a total of 22. These numbers lower considerably once we count the countries in

which each bank specializes for at least 25% , 50%, or 75% of the time they appear in

the sample. These figures are reported in columns 2, 3, and 4 respectively. Even using a

5The bank panel is unbalanced because of entry, exit and M&A activity (we discuss M&A activity in
more detail in subsection 4.4).
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stringent definition of specialization in which the bank must be an outlier in the country

for at least 75% of the observed sample period in order to be considered specialized, 25

out of 31 banks in the sample are specialized in at least one country. These findings are

summarized in the following stylized fact:

Fact 1. The country-specific distribution of associated bank loans is right skewed. Every country

has a subset of heavily specialized outlier banks.

We define a second measure of specialization, Sbc, that takes into account the hetero-

geneity in specialization persistence observed in Table 3: it is defined as the percentage

of years in the sample that the bank is an outlier of the distribution of lending associated

to a given country. This measure of specialization is time invariant and it is our preferred

definition in the empirical analysis in the next section. For every bank-country pair bc we

define:

Sbc ≡
1

Nb − nb

Nb∑
t=nb

O(Sbct) (3)

where nb and Nb are the first and last year that bank b is active within the 17-year period

in our sample.

Table 4 shows the descriptive statistics of this index. For each bank, the mean across

the 22 countries of destination is very low, smaller than 0.2 in all cases (column 1). This

is because each bank is only specialized in small number of countries; for most countries

c, the index Sbc is equal to zero. Indeed, with the exception of 3 out of 31 banks, the

median Sbc across countries is zero (column 4). However, all banks have long-lasting

specialization in at least one country. Column 5 shows the maximum proportion of years

bank b is specialized in a given country: 13 out of 31 banks are specialized in at least one

country for the entire period (i.e. maxc{Sbc} = 1), and 31 do so for at least 50% of their

active years in the sample (i.e. maxc{Sbc} ≥ 0.5). These results are summarized in the

following fact:

Fact 2. Banks specialize in a small number of countries. And there is a subset of countries in which

banks exhibit long-lasting specialization, in the sense that the bank specializes in that country
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during at least 50% of their active years in the sample.

We further characterize specialization by analyzing how it varies across bank charac-

teristics. First, we characterize bank-country specialization across banks heterogenous in

size. Table 5 shows that bank size (measured by total outstanding debt) or foreign own-

ership are not correlated with the index of bank-country specialization (column 1). Banks

are more likely to be specialized in large export markets, measured by total exports (col-

umn 2).6 And, controlling for bank size and country size with bank and country fixed

effects, there is a mapping between the size of the country and the size of the bank: larger

banks are relatively more specialized in larger export markets (column 3). These findings

are summarized in the following fact:

Fact 3. Specialization does not systematically vary across banks of different size. But bank size

is still an important factor behind the pattern of specialization: larger banks are relatively more

specialized in larger export markets.

Second, we look at the pattern of bank-country specialization in relationship with the

country of ownership of global banks. We explore whether firms exporting to a given

country choose to borrow from a bank with headquarters in the country of destination.

Table 5, column 4, shows the correlation between bank-country specialization index and

CountryOwnershipbc, a dummy equal to 1 if the country of specialization c in Sbc coin-

cides with the bank’s country of ownership. We find that, indeed, there is correlation

between specialization and country of ownership: the mean bank-country specialization

index, which is 0.10 for the entire sample (column 1 in Table 4), increases in 0.06 for bank-

country pairs where the export destination country coincides with the bank’s country of

ownership. We further explore the connection between specialization, country of owner-

ship, and comparative advantage in Subsection 4.5. The following fact summarizes these

results:
6This fact coincides with the findings in Niepmann and Schmidt-Eisenlohr (2014). Using data from U.S.

banking system, it finds that more banks participate in trade-finance (i.e. letters of credit) with larger export
markets.
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Fact 4. Foreign banks tend to specialize in the country where its headquarters are located.

The index of specialization Sbc, defined in equation 3, has two advantages. First, it

is a bilateral bank-country measure so it can be distinguished from any omitted bank

wide characteristic. And second, it varies with specialization (from definition 1) and its

persistence over time. The advantages of this measure become evident once we compare

it with the information extracted from the Relative Concentration Index defined in 2 (the

Krugman Index).

Table 6 shows the descriptive statistics of Kbt, overall and by bank. The average is

0.75, which indicates that banks’ associated export distribution across countries diverge

systematically from the system-wide average. The degree of lending concentration varies

substantially in the data: the index varies from 0.16 to 1.86 covering almost the entire

potential range (with 22 countries, the maximum potential value is 1.91). A decomposi-

tion of the standard deviation into its between (variation across bank means) and within

(variation over time for a given bank, averaged over all banks) indicates that the between

variation (Std. Dev. = 0.37) accounts for most of the heterogeneity in lending concentra-

tion. Figure 5(a) shows the Krugman index by size of the bank, measured as average total

loans outstanding. Smaller bank are more concentrated. Figure 5(b) shows the average

change in the Krugman index plotted against average loan growth. There appears to be a

negative correlation between changes in concentration and bank growth. This results are

summarized in the following fact:

Fact 5. The concentration of portfolio loans, relative to the system’s average, varies systematically

with size. Larger banks (both in the cross-section or, for the same bank, as it grows) have a more

diversified portfolio, that converges towards the system’s average.

Big banks, with larger number of borrowers, are more diversified and have a portfolio

of loans that is closer to the system’s average. The portfolio of small banks, on the other

hand, is easily altered by a marginal loan or a change in the export activities of related

firms. Moreover, having a small number of clients, the portfolio shares can exhibit large
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departures from the system’s average. Notice that, while the Index of Relative Concentra-

tion is lower for larger banks, the bank-country index of specialization, Sbc defined in (3),

is not (Fact 3). In other words, even though the concentration of loans across associated

destination countries converges towards the system’s average, banks maintain constant

the number of countries in which they specialize as they expand in size.

In short, our analysis uncovers new patterns of banks’ lending: banks specialize in the

export markets of related firms, in the sense that the share of their lending associated to

firms that export to a given destination is an outlier in the distribution of loans associated

to that country, across all banks in the system. Moreover, each bank is associated with a

subset of countries for which they exhibit long-lasting specialization. This specialization

pattern persists as banks expand in size and diversify their portfolio.

The specialization patterns above are interesting if they are related to a comparative ad-

vantage in lending to finance export projects towards the countries of specialization. The

rest of the paper is devoted to identifying and characterizing bank patterns of compara-

tive advantages in lending to exporters.

4 Identifying Comparative Advantages in Lending

In this section we develop an empirical approach that allows assessing whether bank

specialization in a country is an indicator of its comparative advantage in lending to ex-

porters to that destination. In the context of the financing of exporters, a bank has a

comparative advantage if it can provide credit at a lower cost, more credit for the same

borrower characteristics, or more value added services attached to the issuance of credit

(letters of credit, presence in the country of destination, etc.) than other lenders.

The empirical problem resides in that the econometrician does not observe firm’s

project-specific demand for credit nor the value added services provided by banks. We

adopt a revealed preference approach to evaluating comparative advantages. Under the

null hypothesis that banks do not have comparative advantages in lending—e.g. that
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credit from one bank is as good as credit from any other—, variation in a firm’s export

activity with one country should be uncorrelated with the identity of the bank provid-

ing the funding (ceteris paribus). For example, a firm that expands exports to China is

equally likely in expectation to increase its borrowing from the bank that is specialized in

exporters to China as from the bank that is specialized in exporters to Switzerland.

Our empirical strategy tests the alternative hypothesis: variations in firm exports to a

country are correlated with credit from banks specialized in that country. In the Appendix

we provide a simple partial equilibrium framework that formalizes the intuition for why

bank comparative advantages lead to such a positive association. We build on the recent

literature that uses micro-data to account for firm credit demand shocks that are com-

mon across all banks with firm-time dummies, and for bank credit supply shocks that are

common across all firms with bank-time dummies (see for example Jimenez et al., 2014).

In a nutshell, we show that once all time-varying firm-specific and bank-specific shocks

are accounted for, firms borrow more from banks that are specialized in the country they

export to.

It is important to highlight upfront that our approach tests a joint hypothesis: that

banks have comparative advantages in lending, and that firms require credit to sustain

exporting activities. If this second hypothesis is false, a change in the amount of exports

does not translate into an increase in the demand for credit, which would mean that

our tests would not reject the null hypothesis. In previous work using Peruvian data

during the 2008 Great Recession we test the second hypothesis independently and find

that, indeed, firm’s exporting activity is bank-finance dependent (Paravisini et al., 2014).7

4.1 Empirical Strategy

This section describes our empirical approach for identifying the relative advantage of

specialized banks in providing credit to firms exporting to the bank’s target markets.

7Amiti and Weinstein (2011), Feenstra et al. (2014), and Manova (2013), among others, also find that bank
credit affects the intensive margin of exports (i.e. variations in the amount of exports of exporting firms).
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Consider the following general characterization of the lending by bank b to firm i at time

t:

Lbit = L
(
LSbt, L

D
it ,Lbit

)
(4)

Bank-firm outstanding credit is an equilibrium outcome at each time t, determined

by the overall supply of credit by the bank, LSbt, which varies with bank-level variables

such as overall liquidity, balance-sheet position, etc.; the firm’s overall demand for credit

LDit , which varies with firm-level productivity, demand for its products, investment op-

portunities, etc.; and, finally, a firm-bank specific component, Lbit, which corresponds to

our element of interest: the component of bank-b’s lending that depends on its relative

advantage in markets supplied by the firm i.

The goal of our empirical strategy is to test whether the bank-firm pair component

of lending varies with firm-i’s export activity in markets in which bank-b specializes. In

other words, we test whether the covariance between Lbit and Xict (firm i’s exports to

destination market c) increases in Sbc (a measure of specialization of bank b on destination

market c).

In the baseline specification we use the time-invariant measure of specialization: the

fraction of years in the sample in which bank b is an outlier in the loan distribution as-

sociated to country c, i.e. Sbc = O(Sbct) in equation 3. Although we do test for the

robustness of the results using time-varying definitions of specialization, we prefer the

estimates using the time-invariant measure because they avoid introducing spurious cor-

relation between the time-varying outstanding firm-bank debt, Libt and the measure of

bank-country specialization. In addition, the baseline specification uses only time series

variation Lbit and Xict by removing from each variable the sample mean over time. That

is, we estimate regressions on the transformed variables ∆ ln(Xict) ≡ lnLbit − lnLbit and

∆ lnXict ≡ lnXict − lnXict. The alternative approach, to include a full set of bank-firm

fixed-effects in the regression in levels, is not computationally feasible in the full sample

due to the large number of fixed effects (bank-firm, bank-time, firm-time). The estimates

of our baseline specification and the full fixed effects specification on random 5% firm
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sub-samples are qualitatively and quantitatively similar to each other (not shown).

Our empirical estimation accounts for the bank-specific credit supply shocks LSbt (com-

mon in expectation across all firms) by saturating the empirical model with a full set of

bank-time dummies, α′′
bt. We account for the firm-specific credit demand shocks LDit (com-

mon in expectation across all banks) by saturating the model with a full set of firm-time

dummies, α′
it. Then, for each country-bank-firm-year our baseline specification is:

∆ lnLbit = αcb + α′
it + α′′

bt + β1 ∆ lnXict + β Sbc ×∆ lnXict + εcibt (5)

Outstanding debt is a firm-bank-year value, Lbit—i.e. we do not observe separately the

credit a bank provides to fund each exporting activity, we only observe total credit pro-

vided by the bank to the firm. However, for each firm-bank-year, there are 22 relation-

ships like the one in (5), one for each country in our analysis dataset. To estimate the pa-

rameters of (5) we stack the observations for all countries and adjust the standard errors

for clustering at the bank level to account for the fact that Lbit is constant across countries

for a given bank-firm-time triplet. The c superindices on the fixed-effects αcb and the error

term εcibt indicate that they vary by country in the stacked estimation. The set of time-

invariant bank-country fixed effects, αcb, accounts for all unobserved heterogeneity in the

bank-country lending relationship, such as the distance between bank headquarters (for

international banks) and the country of destination.

Our coefficient of interest is β. A coefficient β > 0 indicates that, for a given firm, the

correlation between its exports and outstanding debt is higher with banks specialized in

the country of destination. This is the case if, for example, a firm needing credit to fund

its export activities towards China is more likely to obtain it from banks specialized in the

China than from other banks. In contrast, if all sources of credit are perfect substitutes

(e.g. banks do not have comparative advantages), or if our measure of specialization is

pure noise and uncorrelated with comparative advantage, then β = 0.
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4.2 Baseline Results

In this subsection we use the methodology described above to evaluate whether special-

ized banks have a comparative advantage in lending. We present the OLS estimates of

5 in Table 7. Column 1 presents the the baseline regression with specialization Sbc mea-

sured as the fraction of sample years that bank b is an outlier in the distribution of loans

associated to destination country c.

The coefficient on (log) exports is positive and significant. This coefficient captures

the correlation between the firm-bank specific component of debt and the firm’s average

exports to the countries in which bank b is not specialized in.8 The positive coefficient implies

that during credit supply expansions banks allocate more credit to firms that expand ex-

ports more to countries outside the bank’s markets of expertise, with elasticity 0.026. Note

that this coefficient does not have a causal interpretation: a positive correlation may arise

if firms expand exports more because they receive more credit, or alternatively, because

banks extend the marginal credit to firms that grow more because export growth is corre-

lated with firm quality or riskiness.

Our coefficient of interest on the interaction between log exports and the specializa-

tion measure is 0.016 and significant at the 1% level. This indicates that the correlation be-

tween credit and exports is significantly larger when the bank issuing the debt is special-

ized in the destination country. The coefficient implies that the correlation is 61% higher

for a bank that has been specialized in the country for the full sample period (Sbc=1) rela-

tive to one that has not been specialized in the country at all (Sbc=0).

This result is consistent with banks having a comparative advantage in funding the

export activities to the countries in which the bank specializes. Comparative advantage

implies that firms fund export expansions to country c with a marginal dollar obtained

from a bank specialized in country c. The coefficient captures an equilibrium correlation

that may be originated by demand shocks, supply shocks, or both. Under the demand

8Note that the reason that there is independent bank-firm variation in exports —variation that is not
captured by the firm-time dummies— is that not all banks specialize in the same countries.
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interpretation, exporting to country c becomes more profitable and firms seek additional

credit from the specialized banks. In the supply interpretation, banks that expand credit

supply allocate the marginal dollar into the sector they are specialized in. Thus, these

estimates are obtained from variation induced by generic shocks to equilibrium credit.

In the next subsection we provide estimates when we restrict the credit variation to be

driven exclusively by shocks to export markets.

For robustness, columns 2 through 4 in Table 7 show the results of specification 5,

using alternative definitions of bank specialization. In column 2 we define a bank to

be specialized in a country if Sbc > 0.5, that is, if the bank appears as an outlier in the

exposure distribution for that country over half the length of the sample period. This is

stricter than the baseline definition, because a bank is considered to be specialized only if

its exposure to a country is persistent (see descriptive statistics of this measure in Table 3,

column 3).

In columns 3 and 4 we use time-varying definitions of specialization. The time-varying

indicator of specialization is not absorbed by the time-invariant fixed effects, and it is

therefore added as another right-hand-side variable. In column 3, we use as a definition

of specialization the dummy Sbct ≡ O(Sbct) in definition 1, equal to one if bank b is an

outlier in the distribution of loans associated to destination country c in year t. In column

4, specialization is defined according to the presence in year t of bank b in export activities

to country c, Pbct. This measure does not rely on the actual outstanding debt of the firms,

but only on their exports. This way, the left-hand-side variable, Lbit, does not enter in the

construction of this specialization measure, which is defined as follows:

Pbct =

∑I
i=1D(Lbit > 0) Xict∑C

c=1

∑I
i=1D(Lbit > 0) Xict

(6)

where D(Lbit > 0) is a dummy equal to one if firm i has positive outstanding debt in bank

b at time t. Then, a bank b is specialized in country c in year t if Pbct is an outlier in the

corresponding country-year distribution; that is Sbct ≡ O(Pbct).
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The results from estimating these robustness regressions are qualitatively and quanti-

tatively equivalent to those from the baseline estimation. The elasticity of debt to exports

for banks specialized in the destination country is always higher than for non-specialized

banks, and the magnitude of this difference varies from 58% (column 2) to 47% (column

4) depending on the definition of specialization.

4.3 Export Shocks

The coefficient of 0.026 on (log) exports, ln(Xict), in the baseline specification implies that

variation in exports explains, in a statistical sense, a small part of the variation in total

credit (a 10% increase in exports to one particular destination is on average associated

with a 0.2% increase in firm borrowing). The interpretation of the magnitude of the es-

timated correlation is blurred by the fact that firm’s demand for credit for reasons other

than funding exports. The same way we do not observe debt data disaggregated by the

funding of different export activities, the data does not allow distinguishing between

debt use to fund export activity in general relative to debt use to fund capital invest-

ments, working capital, or any other firm activity that is not directly related to exports.

In this subsection we obtain elasticity estimates from variation in debt and exports that

are driven solely by shocks to export markets. We use macroeconomic innovations across

countries as exogenous shocks to export in the destination country. This not only allows

obtaining elasticity estimates that more accurately reflect the variation of debt use to fund

exports, but also to corroborate that the results are not driven by spurious variation in the

bank-firm component of lending caused by aggregate shocks unrelated to export markets

(monetary policy, external capital flows, etc.).

Peruvian exports are expected to increase if the destination country experiences an

economic expansion or if its prices increase relative to Peruvian ones (a real appreciation

relative to Peru). The correlation between GDP growth, real exchange rate, and exports

is presented in column 1 of Table 8. This exercise is similar to the one in Fitzgerald and

Haller (2014), which uses firm-destination-year export data from Ireland and absorbs any
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firm-level change in costs or productivity with firm-time fixed effects. Consistent with

the literature, the export elasticity to real exchange rate is positive and significant but

lower than 1. Positive GDP shocks also significantly affect the value of exports for those

firms that are already exporting to that destination (i.e. intensive margin).9 We use these

macroeconomic innovations as instruments for firm exports to the corresponding desti-

nation country.

Columns 2 and 3 in Table 8 show the first-stages and corroborate that there is a strong

and positive association between exports, and GDP growth and real exchange rate in the

destination country.10 Column 4 shows the results of the IV estimation. The coefficient

on (log) exports is 0.34, and the coefficient on its interaction with specialization is 0.12.

The relative magnitude of the two coefficients confirms the conclusion regarding com-

parative advantage reached with the OLS estimation of the baseline specification: the

export-debt correlation is significantly higher (33% higher) in specialized banks than in

non-specialized ones.

The point estimates of the IV estimates are an order of magnitude larger than in the

OLS estimation. This is expected since the IV estimate only captures changes in debt

that can be associated with export shocks. The estimate magnitudes imply that a 10%

increase in exports to country c is associated with a 3.4% increase in export-related debt

issued by banks that are not specialized in country c, and a 4.6% increase in export-related

debt by banks that are specialized in country c. The relative magnitude of the IV and

OLS estimates suggests that about one-tenth of the credit variation in the data is directly

related to exporting activities (after saturating the firm-time and bank-time variation).

This IV exercise cannot, in general, distinguish between demand and supply within

the firm-bank specific lending component. Shocks to an export market will very likely

affect the demand for export credit (e.g. by increasing the demand for working capital

9See also Berman et al. (2012) for the effect of real exchange rate shocks on exports using firm-country
panel data for French firms.

10There are two first stages because both exports and exports interacted with specialization are endoge-
nous. The interactions between GDP growth and real exchange rate with specialization are also included
as instruments in both first stages.
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required to sustain an expansion in exports) and the supply of export credit (e.g. because

the balance sheets of specialized banks have, by definition, a large exposure to the export

market that receives the shock). In fact, a corollary of our bank specialization findings in

Section3 is that in the presence of sectorial or aggregate shocks that affect the activity in

which banks are specialized, it is extremely difficult to disentangle demand from supply

within the bank-firm specific component Lbit in equation 4.

The supply explanation of the results, however, runs contrary to the economic predic-

tions of simple models of comparative advantage. In the stylized model in the Appendix,

for example, changes in the cost of capital of the bank do not affect lending differentially

for specialized and non-specialized activities. The simple framework implies that sup-

ply shocks cannot lead to the observed excess correlation between lending by specialized

banks and exports to the country of specialization. In a more realistic setting, banks that

are financially constrained or that face high cost of capital will cut first activities that are

less profitable —activities in which they do not have a comparative advantage. In other

words, activities in which the bank has a comparative advantage are infra-marginal in the

presence of credit supply shocks. This implies that credit supply and demand shocks will

have opposing effects on the relative credit provided by specialized banks. This implies

in turn that the IV estimates most likely have a demand interpretation: when firms wish

to fund an export expansion to country c, they demand more credit from banks that are

specialized in country c. Moreover, since the supply effect has the opposing sign, our es-

timates represent a lower estimate of the relative effect of a credit demand shock between

specialized and non-specialized banks.

4.4 Comparative Advantage and Size

In this subsection we explore the relationship between bank comparative advantages and

size. The exercise is motivated by the theoretical framework in Stein (2002), which sug-

gests there is a trade-off between bank size and the comparative advantages that banks

generate through relationship lending. The reason is that the source of comparative ad-
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vantage is information that is difficult to communicate across hierarchical layers of the

organization (soft information). In contrast, if the source of comparative advantage is

scalable —as is assumed in the model presented in the Appendix— not only will com-

parative advantages persist for large banks, but laos banks with larger comparative ad-

vantages will be larger. Thus, the relationship between comparative advantage and bank

size in our context can tell us something about the nature of the source of comparative

advantage.

We already uncovered Fact 3 that the pattern of specialization does not vary with

bank size. However, different banks may have different motives to diversify their invest-

ments. Heterogeneous diversification motives will muddle what we can infer from the

cross section of diversification. Thus we evaluate whether the link between comparative

advantage and specialization is higher for small than for large banks.

We test this hypothesis in the cross-section of banks by estimating specifications 5

augmented with the interaction of Smallb, a dummy equal to 1 if b is not one of the top

10 largest institutions measured in total loans over the full sample period. Since not all

banks appear in all years, we rank the banks according to their average inflation-adjusted

amount of total yearly loans outstanding during the years they appear in the sample.

The results are reported in column 1 of Table 9. The coefficient estimate on exports

interacted with specialization is similar to that in the baseline specification in Table 7.

This implies that the largest 10 banks in Peru have a significant comparative advantage in

lending to the countries in which they specialize in. The coefficient of the interaction with

Smallb is negative and statistically significant, indicating that smaller banks enjoy smaller

comparative advantages in lending. Although the point estimate is noisily estimated, its

magnitude suggests that smaller banks may have very small comparative advantages or

none at all.

We also evaluate the relationship between size and comparative advantage around

mergers. To evaluate how the comparative advantage in the country of specialization of

the merged entities change after a merger, we modify the data and specification 5 to per-
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form event studies around the years were bank mergers take place. 8-year interval sub-

samples around the time of the merger, 4 before and 4 after the event, are drawn from the

original data and stacked to perform a single estimation. We use as an (time-invariant) in-

dicator of bank specialization the outlier variable in definition 1, Sbc = O(Sbct), computed

the year before the merger. We combine the merging entities into a single one before the

merger, and we use the maximum of the outlier indicators of the two banks as a measure

of their combined specialization (e.g. if bank 1 is specialized in country A and bank 2 is

specialized in country B, then the combined entity is considered to be specialized in A

and B before the merger).

We estimate specification 5 on the stacked data for all the merger events, augmented

with the interaction of Mergerbt, a dummy equal to 1 during the 4 years after the event

for the merging entity. We also augment the bank-time, firm-time, and bank-country sets

of dummies with an event dummy interaction (e.g. there is a separate bank-time dummy

for every merger event). We first replicate the estimation of (5) without the merger in-

teraction terms to corroborate that the point estimates are robust to the change in sample

and specification (Table 9, column 2). The coefficient on the term Sbc × ln(Xict) is posi-

tive and significant, although somewhat smaller in magnitude than in the baseline result.

However, the relationship between the interaction term coefficient and that on exports

is larger. It implies that in this subsample the correlation between exports and debt of

specialized banks is more than twice the correlation with debt of non-specialized banks.

The results with the merger interaction are shown Table 9, column 3. The coefficient

on the triple interaction with the Merger indicator, Sbc × ln(Xict) × Mergerbt, measures

whether the link between specialization and comparative advantage in lending changes

after the merger. The point estimate is positive but statistically significant only at the

10% level. The result rules out that the merger diminishes the comparative advantage in

lending of the pre-merger entities. The same conclusion holds if we separately evaluate

the effect of the merger on the comparative advantage associated to countries in which

the target bank specialized before the merger (not shown).
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These results imply that banks retain their comparative advantage in their markets of

specialization even as they grow larger and more diversified. The source of comparative

advantage analyzed here is thus distinct from that derived from firm-specific information

(stressed in Stein, 2002) and it is not hindered by organizational constraints.

4.5 Bank Country of Ownership

We analyzed in Subsection 3.2 the relationship between banks’ pattern of specialization

and country of ownership. For foreign banks, the country of ownership is, on average,

a country of specialization (Fact 4). Country of ownership, however, is not a sufficient

statistic for specialization. First, domestic banks also specialize in export markets. And

second, foreign banks specialize in other countries beyond the country of ownership. In

this subsection we explore whether country of ownership represents all the source of com-

parative advantage in export destinations, in which case our measure of specialization

would be a redundant variable, only significant when country of ownership is omitted

from the regression.

We explore this possibility by expanding the baseline regression in (5) with the interac-

tion term CountryOwnershipbc×∆ ln(Xict). CountryOwnershipbc is a dummy equal to 1 if

the location of the bank’s headquarters coincides with the export destination. The results

are shown in column 4 of Table 10. The coefficients on ln(Xict) and Sbc × ∆ ln(Xict) are

of the same magnitude and significance as in the baseline regression. Country of owner-

ship does not capture at all the source of comparative advantage for international banks;

the coefficient on the interaction term CountryOwnershipbc×∆ ln(Xict) is not statistically

significant at the standard levels.

Country of ownership alone may be too coarse a measure to capture comparative ad-

vantages. We explore whether the following bilateral relationships between the country

of export destination and the country of ownership of the bank can explain some of the

observed comparative advantages: 1) distance, 2) commonality in language, and 3) a past

colonial relationship. We obtain these bilateral measures from Mayer and Zignago (2011)
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and include their interaction with (log) exports in the specification. None of the estimates

on these interaction terms, presented in Table 10, column 2, is statistically significant, and

their inclusion in the regression does not change the magnitude or the significance of

the interaction of exports and specialization. We conclude that, even though our special-

ization measure is correlated with the bank’s country of ownership, banks’ comparative

advantage cannot be summarized as a home-country advantage.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we document novel patterns of specialization in bank lending. Using matched

credit-export data for all firms in Peru between 1994 and 2010, we show that the share of

funding each bank allocates to exporters to a destination country is heavily right skewed.

We define a bank to specialized in a country if it is an outlier in the right tail of the ex-

posure distribution of that country. Then, we adopt a revealed preference approach to

demonstrate that bank specialization in a country is related to a comparative advantage

of providing funding for export activities to that country. We show, in specifications that

saturate all firm-time and bank-time variation, that firms that expand exports to a desti-

nation market tend to expand borrowing disproportionately more from banks specialized

in that destination market.

The findings have implications in four areas of the banking literature. First, since our

results show that banks are not substitutable sources of finance, they imply that bank

failures, even isolated ones, may have first order consequences on the supply of credit in

the sector of specialization of the failed bank. Second, imperfect substitutability also has

consequences for the measurement of banking competition. Standard measures of bank-

ing competition that are based on banks’ spatial location may be misleading. Even banks

that are physically close to each other may have market power if they are specialized in

sufficiently different activities. Third, comparative advantages in bank lending provide a

previously ignored rationale for certain features of modern credit markets, such as loan
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syndication and multi-bank relationships. And finally, our results highlight the difficultly

of disentangling demand from supply of credit in the presence of sectorial or aggregate

shocks that affect the activity in which banks are specialized. The results in this paper call

for caution when applying the empirical strategy, now standard in identifying the lend-

ing supply channel, of absorbing the demand for credit with firm-time fixed effects. This

methodology relies on firm credit demand to be, in expectation, equally spread across

all banks lending to the firm. In other words, this methodology relies on banks being

perfect substitutable sources of funding for firms with whom they already have a credit

relationship. Our results suggest that this assumption may not always hold.
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Figure 1: Total Peruvian Exports
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Figure 2: Composition of Exports (Value) by Destination
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Figure 3: Distribution of Bank Lending Shares by Country
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Figure 4: Bank Relative Concentration Index and Total Loans
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Mean S.D Min Median Max
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel 1: the unit of observation is firm-bank-country-time

Outstanding Debt (US$ ’000) 2,044 6,804 0 260 235,081
Exports (US$ ’000) 2,148 19,821 0 87 1,470,300

Panel 2: the unit of observation is firm-time

Number banks per firm 2.43 1.95 1 2 19
Number destinations per firm 2.65 2.84 1 1 22

Note: The statistics in Panel 1 describe the full firm-bank-country-time panel
used in Section 4, which has 378,766 observations. Panel 2 describes the firm-
time panel, which has 45,762 observations. There are 14,267 firms in the dataset.
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Table 2: Distribution of Bank Lending Shares by Country

Sbct − Sct

Std. Dev. Min Median Max Skewness
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

BE 0.0267 -0.0334 -0.0042 0.1663 3.17
BG 0.0059 -0.0067 -0.0010 0.0331 2.38
BO 0.0474 -0.0629 -0.0069 0.4974 6.74
BR 0.0281 -0.0504 -0.0050 0.1765 2.02
CA 0.0444 -0.0561 -0.0072 0.4388 4.69
CH 0.0842 -0.0827 -0.0084 0.5919 4.65
CL 0.1550 -0.1344 -0.0340 0.9145 3.98
CN 0.1211 -0.2515 -0.0137 0.6579 1.00
CO 0.0674 -0.0675 -0.0096 0.9051 9.21
DE 0.0564 -0.0752 -0.0096 0.4874 3.19
EC 0.0765 -0.1030 -0.0089 0.7649 7.41
ES 0.0643 -0.0652 -0.0062 0.9348 10.62
FR 0.0257 -0.0257 -0.0046 0.2343 5.12
GB 0.0400 -0.0598 -0.0063 0.3577 3.04
IT 0.0255 -0.0351 -0.0034 0.3379 7.70
JP 0.0619 -0.1017 -0.0010 0.6686 5.45
KR 0.0227 -0.0371 -0.0038 0.2119 3.79
MX 0.0856 -0.0659 -0.0061 0.8179 7.70
NL 0.0316 -0.0467 -0.0048 0.2343 4.04
PA 0.0680 -0.1077 -0.0115 0.5636 4.72
TT 0.0036 -0.0063 -0.0001 0.0332 5.57
TW 0.0190 -0.0435 -0.0033 0.1566 2.34
US 0.1721 -0.2812 -0.0372 0.8457 1.65
VE 0.0363 -0.0496 -0.0080 0.2630 3.60

Overall 0.0708 -0.2812 -0.0050 0.9348 5.48

Note: The statistics describe the distribution of the bank-
country-time share Sbct (defined in equation 1) demeaned by
the banking system’s average Sct.
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Table 3: Patterns of Bank Specialization

N of countries in which bank is outlier
for at least X% of the years

X = 0% X = 25% X = 50% X = 75%
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Bank Code
1 7 4 2 1
2 7 3 2 2
4 6 2 2 1
6 7 3 2 1
7 5 3 2 2
9 4 2 2 1
22 8 2 1 0
25 5 3 2 2
26 4 2 1 1
31 5 3 2 1
36 5 4 1 1
52 11 3 1 0
54 5 2 2 1
55 7 4 2 1
61 13 7 2 1
68 3 2 0 0
72 13 5 3 1
73 15 7 2 1
77 5 3 2 1
78 3 3 1 1
80 3 3 0 0
81 4 3 2 1
82 5 3 2 1
120 9 4 2 0
121 11 4 1 1
122 1 1 1 1
123 12 3 2 1
124 6 3 1 0
125 9 3 2 2
126 6 3 1 1
127 5 3 3 1
130 10 6 3 1
140 4 4 1 1

Note: A bank b is specialized in country c during year t
if it is an outlier in the distribution of loans across banks,
for a given country-year, O(Sbct) = 1, accordion to defi-
nition 1.
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Table 4: Descriptive Statistics: The Index of Bank-Country Specialization

Sbc = O(Sbct)

Mean Std Dev Min Median Max
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Bank Code
1 0.110 0.250 0.000 0.000 1.000
2 0.100 0.244 0.000 0.000 0.941
4 0.081 0.216 0.000 0.000 0.824
6 0.103 0.231 0.000 0.000 0.882
7 0.097 0.240 0.000 0.000 0.833
9 0.077 0.223 0.000 0.000 0.857
22 0.074 0.169 0.000 0.000 0.706
25 0.100 0.236 0.000 0.000 0.800
26 0.060 0.183 0.000 0.000 0.857
31 0.089 0.234 0.000 0.000 1.000
36 0.090 0.225 0.000 0.000 1.000
52 0.093 0.145 0.000 0.000 0.529
54 0.089 0.245 0.000 0.000 1.000
55 0.105 0.245 0.000 0.000 0.941
61 0.162 0.247 0.000 0.059 1.000
68 0.042 0.123 0.000 0.000 0.429
72 0.138 0.210 0.000 0.077 0.769
73 0.182 0.227 0.000 0.091 0.909
77 0.087 0.206 0.000 0.000 0.769
78 0.076 0.230 0.000 0.000 1.000
80 0.042 0.113 0.000 0.000 0.333
81 0.090 0.246 0.000 0.000 1.000
82 0.083 0.212 0.000 0.000 0.882
120 0.156 0.242 0.000 0.000 0.750
121 0.117 0.220 0.000 0.000 1.000
122 0.042 0.204 0.000 0.000 1.000
123 0.125 0.206 0.000 0.042 0.833
124 0.071 0.163 0.000 0.000 0.714
125 0.146 0.275 0.000 0.000 1.000
126 0.092 0.195 0.000 0.000 0.800
127 0.125 0.286 0.000 0.000 1.000
130 0.175 0.266 0.000 0.000 1.000
140 0.104 0.254 0.000 0.000 1.000

Note: Spc = O(Sbct) is the proportion of years in which
bank b was an outlier in the distribution of country c, as
stated in equation 3. A bank b is specialized in country c
during year t if it is an outlier in the distribution of loans
across banks, for a given country-year, O(Sbct) = 1, accor-
dion to definition 1.
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Table 5: Characterization of the Index of Bank-Country Specialization

Dep. Variable Sbc
(1) (2) (3) (4)

ln(Sizeb) -0.00623
(0.00732)

ForeignBankb 0.00180
(0.01193)

ln(Xc) 0.13273***
(0.01369)

ln(Sizeb)× ln(Xc) 0.02525***
(0.00741)

CountryOwnershipbc 0.06854*
(0.03772)

Bank-FE No Yes Yes Yes
Country-FE Yes No Yes Yes

Observations 792 792 792 792
R-squared 0.53980 0.21779 0.57085 0.56602

Note: Spc = O(Sbct) is the proportion of years in which bank b was an
outlier in the distribution of country c, as stated in equation 3. lnSizeb is
(log) period-average bank’s total outstanding credit (standardized) and
lnXc is (log) period-average total exports to country c (standardized).
ForeignBankb is a dummy equal to 1 if bank’s headquarters are outside
Peru. CountryOwnershipbc is a dummy equal to 1 if the country of spe-
cialization c in Sbc coincides with the country of headquarters of bank b.
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Table 6: Bank Relative Concentration Index

Kbt

Mean Std. Dev Min Max N
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Overall 0.75 0.39 0.16 1.86 314
Between 0.37 0.35 1.64 33
Within 0.19 0.27 1.63 (T-bar = 9.81)

Bank Code
1 0.46 0.13 0.20 0.72 17
2 0.50 0.19 0.25 0.90 17
4 0.50 0.13 0.30 0.71 17
6 0.47 0.15 0.16 0.71 17
7 0.46 0.12 0.34 0.63 6
9 0.51 0.13 0.34 0.68 7
22 0.74 0.18 0.51 1.14 17
25 0.72 0.21 0.50 0.98 5
26 0.47 0.13 0.24 0.63 7
31 0.57 0.09 0.48 0.75 7
36 0.44 0.13 0.29 0.62 6
52 1.00 0.41 0.56 1.68 17
54 0.35 0.08 0.25 0.49 7
55 0.58 0.14 0.37 0.86 17
61 1.11 0.24 0.78 1.66 17
68 0.41 0.12 0.23 0.57 7
72 1.47 0.24 0.99 1.83 13
73 1.42 0.16 1.18 1.65 11
77 0.52 0.20 0.16 0.84 13
78 0.53 0.07 0.43 0.65 6
80 0.49 0.07 0.41 0.54 3
81 0.51 0.14 0.31 0.70 6
82 0.61 0.19 0.32 0.95 17
120 1.46 0.26 1.20 1.78 4
121 0.81 0.37 0.51 1.69 10
123 1.14 0.27 0.87 1.86 12
124 0.75 0.29 0.40 1.19 7
125 1.13 0.12 0.93 1.29 8
126 0.76 0.20 0.61 1.11 5
127 0.68 0.04 0.65 0.72 4
130 1.64 0.09 1.50 1.71 5
140 1.34 0.13 1.25 1.44 2

Note: Kbt is defined in equation 2. The ”between” statistics
refer to the distribution of bank means. The ”within” statis-
tics refer to the distribution over time for a given bank, av-
eraged across all banks. N refers to the number of bank-year
pairs for the Overall, number of banks for the Between, and
average number of banks’ active years for the Within statis-
tics. Number of observations per bank refers to the their
number of years active. 38



Table 7: Bank Specialization and Comparative Advantage

Dep. Variable ∆ ln(Libt)

Sbc defined as Sbct defined as

O(Sbct) I[O(Sbct) > 0.5] O(Sbct) O(Pbct)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆ ln(Xict) 0.02570*** 0.02596*** 0.02614*** 0.02601***
(0.00498) (0.00450) (0.00488) (0.00479)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.01560*** 0.01513***
(0.00451) (0.00331)

Sbct 0.02044* 0.00200
(0.01225) (0.01343)

Sbct ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.01226*** 0.01215***
(0.00365) (0.00234)

Bank-Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 378,766 378,766 378,766 378,766
R2adj 0.325 0.325 0.325 0.325

Note: Results of specification 5, demeaned. O(Sbct), with Sbct defined in (1),
is a dummy equal to 1 if bank b is an outlier in the corresponding country-year
distribution; that is, if it is above the upper extreme value of the distribution,
defined as the 75-th percentile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. In col-
umn 1 (baseline regression), specialization is time-invariant; it is the fraction
of years in which bank b was an outlier in the distribution of lending associ-
ated to country c, (Sbc = O(Sbct)). In column 2, Sbct = O(Sbct). In column
3, Sbct = O(Pbct) equals 1 if Pbct defined as in (6) is an outlier. In column 4,
Sbct = O(Si

bct) equals 1 if Si
bct defined in (??) is an outlier. Standard errors are

clustered at the bank level. ***p< 0.01, **p < 0.05, and *p < 0.1.
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Table 8: Export Shocks

OLS First Stage IV

Dep. Variable ∆ln(Xict) ∆ ln(Xict) Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict) ∆ ln(Libt)
(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆GDPGrowthct 0.01036*** 0.01302*** -0.00051
(0.00287) (0.00122) (0.00043)

∆ ln(RERct) 0.50363*** 0.48411*** -0.01752***
(0.02810) (0.01430) (0.00500)

Sbc ×∆GDPGrowthct 0.04396*** 0.04575***
(0.00493) (0.00172)

Sbc ×∆ ln(RERct) 3.51673*** 4.85571***
(0.11472) (0.04011)

∆ ln(Xict) 0.33918**
(0.17304)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.11970**
(0.05935)

Firm-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank-Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Bank-Country FE Yes No No No

Observations 346,131 346,131 346,131 346,127

Note: Specification (5). Exports to country c at time t are instrumented with the
country’s GDP growth and bilateral real exchange rate (an increase corresponds to
country c’s appreciation). Sbc = O(Sbct) is the fraction of years in which bank b
was an outlier in the distribution of loans associated to country c (see definition in
equation 3). Standard errors are clustered at the bank level. ***p< 0.01, **p < 0.05,
and *p < 0.1.
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Table 9: Comparative Advantages and Bank Characteristics

Dep. Variable ∆ ln(Libt)

(1) (2) (3)

∆ ln(Xict) 0.02916*** 0.01144*** 0.01370***
(0.00578) (0.00324) (0.00340)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.01990*** 0.01384*** 0.01150***
(0.00640) (0.00391) (0.00426)

∆ ln(Xict)× Smallb -0.01533
(0.01370)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict)× Smallb -0.04740**
(0.02029)

Mergerbt -0.04516*
(0.02309)

∆ ln(Xict)×Mergerbt -0.02387***
(0.00868)

Sbc ×Mergerbt 0.04508***
(0.01489)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict)×Mergerbt 0.02264*
(0.01348)

Firm-year FE Yes – –
Bank-year FE Yes – –
Country-bank FE Yes – –
Firm-Merger-year FE – Yes Yes
Bank-Merger-year FE – Yes Yes
Country-bank-Merger FE – Yes Yes

Observations 378,766 604,861 604,861
R2adj 0.324 0.302 0.302

Note: In column 1, results of specification 5 (demeaned) augmented
with an interaction Smallbt, a dummy equal to 1 for banks smaller
(measured in total outstanding credit) than the one at the median ob-
servation at time t. The index of bank-country specialization, Sbc, is
defined in (3). In columns 2 and 3 data are rearranged around event
time (Merger) and the index of bank-country specialization is the out-
lier variable in definition 1, Sbc ≡ O(Sbct), computed the year before
the merger. The results in column 2 correspond to specification 5 (de-
meaned). In column 3, the specification is augmented with the in-
teracting term Mergerbt, a post-merger dummy. Standard errors are
clustered at the bank level. ***p< 0.01, **p < 0.05, and *p < 0.1.
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Table 10: Comparative Advantages and Country of Ownership

Dep. Variable ∆ ln(Libt)

(1) (2)

∆ ln(Xict) 0.02622*** 0.09395
(0.00464) (0.06379)

Sbc ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.01560*** 0.01848**
(0.00482) (0.00871)

CountryOwnershipbc ×∆ ln(Xict) -0.01949 -0.03773
(0.02196) (0.03362)

ln(DistancetoHeadquartersbc)×∆ ln(Xict) -0.00796
(0.00728)

CommonLanguagebc ×∆ ln(Xict) -0.00518
(0.01135)

ExColonybc ×∆ ln(Xict) 0.01527
(0.01519)

Firm-year FE Yes Yes
Bank-year FE Yes Yes

Observations 378,766 378,766
R2adj 0.325 0.325

Note: In column 1 results of specification 5 (demeaned) are augmented
with an interaction term CountryOwnershipbc, a dummy equal to 1 if
the destination country of the export flow coincides with the country
of ownership of the bank. In column 2, the specification is further aug-
mented with distance, common language, and former-colony relation-
ship between the bank’s country of ownership and the export destina-
tion. The index of bank-country specialization, Sbc, is defined in (3).
Standard errors are clustered at the bank level. ***p< 0.01, **p < 0.05,
and *p < 0.1.
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A.1 The Model

This appendix presents a simple partial equilibrium model that rationalizes the results
in the paper. Firms are characterized by a collection of activities that require funding,
and banks differ in their pattern of activity-specific comparative advantages. Without
explicitly defining the market structure for the firms’ output nor the sources of banks’
comparative advantages, our goal is to present a framework in which different sources of
funding are not freely substitutable.

Each firm i = 1, ..., I uses bank credit to finance a variety of activities j ∈ Ji according
to the following production function:

qij
(
{Ljib}

B
b=1

)
=

[
B∑
b=1

γ
1
ρ

jb

(
Ljib
) ρ−1

ρ

] ρ
ρ−1

(A.1)

where b = 1, ..., B are the different commercial banks in the banking industry, ρ > 0 is the
elasticity of substitution between credit from different banks, and γjb is the comparative
advantage of bank b in credit specific to activity j.

If ρ = ∞ all sources of credit are perfect substitutable, in which case the funding of
activity j depends on the overall funding of firm i allocated to activity j, without differ-
entiating the lending institution:

qij =
B∑
b=1

Ljib

The optimal borrowing of firm i from each bank b solves the following cost-minimization
problem:

min
{Ljib}j,b

B∑
b=1

rb Lib s.t. qji
(
{Ljib}

B
b=1

)
= qji ∀j ∈ Ji (A.2)

Lib =
∑
j∈Ji

Ljib ∀b (A.3)

where qji
(
{Ljib}Bb=1

)
is defined in equation A.1. Then, the optimal funding of firm i from

bank b allocated to activity j is:

Ljib =

(
1

rb

)ρ
λij qji γjb

λ
1/ρ
ij is the multiplier on constraint (A.2), which is the marginal cost of producing qij . We

use the transformation of marginal cost, λij , to translate quantities qij representing the
different activities into monetary values and denote Xij ≡ λijqij .11 Then, the overall debt

11If, close to the empirical exercise in the body of the paper, firms produce homogenous goods in a
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of firm i with bank b can be expressed as:

Lib =

(
1

rb

)ρ∑
j∈Ji

Xji γjb (A.4)

We consider each bank b to be characterized by the price of lending rb and a vector
of activity-specific productivity γb = [γ1b, ...., γJb]. The productivity parameter can be
interpreted as an activity-specific monitoring advantage or as a service associated with
the activity. For example, in the case of exporting to a given country, it could be bank’s
presence in the destination market.

If sources of credit are perfect substitutes (i.e. ρ = ∞), the demand of credit only
depends on the price charged by each bank, rb. If this is the case, firms only borrow from
the bank that offers funding at the lowest price. On the other hand, if sources of credit are
not perfect substitutes (i.e. 0 < ρ < ∞), firms have multiple banking relationships. The
price of credit charged by each bank influences its size, measured in overall lending (i.e.
∂ ln

∑
i Lib

∂ ln rb
= −ρ < 0), but in equilibrium there is room for multiple banks of different sizes.

Consider two banks b, b′ that have same productivity parameters for all activities, with
the exemption of sectors j and j′ for which γbj = γb′j′ > γbj′ = γb′j . The following results
follow from equation A.4.

Result 1. Everything else equal, firms that specialize in activity j borrow more from banks with
comparative advantage in activity j. That is, if Xij > Xij′ then Lib > Lib′ for rb = r′b.

Result 2. The share of lending associated to activity j is higher for bank b than for bank b′. That
is, let Sbj be defined as:

Sbj ≡
∑I

i=1 LibXij∑J
k=1

∑I
i=1 LibXik

Then, Sbj > Sb′j .12

Proof. Notice that
∑J

k=1 Sbk = 1. Since γkb = γkb′ for all k 6= j, j′. Then

Sbj + Sbj′ = Sb′j + Sb′j

Then, ∑I
i=1 Lib (Xij +Xij′)∑I
i=1 Lib′ (Xij +Xij′)

=

∑J
k=1

∑I
i=1 LibXik∑J

k=1

∑I
i=1 Lib′Xik

Follows that:
Sbj
Sb′j

=

∑I
i=1 LibXij∑I
i=1 Lib′Xij

·
∑I

i=1 Lib′ (Xij +Xij′)∑I
i=1 Lib (Xij +Xij′)

competitive market and j = 1, ..., J correspond to different destination markets, then the marginal costs
are equalized across firms and destinations and it is equal to the international price. In that case, Xji

corresponds to the value of exports by firm i to destination j.
12The derivation of this result is in the appendix.
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which is bigger than one as long as
∑I

i=1 LibXij ·
∑I

i=1 Lib′Xij′ >
∑I

i=1 Lib′Xij ·
∑I

i=1 LibXij′ .
This condition is always satisfied for γbj = γb′j′ > γbj′ = γb′j .

Result 3. The elasticity of lending to outcome of activity j is higher for the bank with comparative
advantage in activity j. That is, ∂ lnLib

∂ ln qij
≥ 0 and increases with γjb.
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